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Recent years have seen the emergence of the field of 
phyloinformatics1. In the course of a phyloinformatic analysis, data and 
metadata are generated, transformed, filtered, analyzed and summarized 
before they can be interpreted to answer meaningful biological questions. 
Based on first principles of good science such steps should be reproducible; 
and, in practice, analysis steps often need to be redone by the researcher 
multiple times anyway2 and are too error-prone, tedious and time-consuming 
to do by hand. Hence, phyloinformatic analyses benefit from increased 
automation.  
The Bio::Phylo toolkit promotes this by giving easy access to 
phylogenetic data objects (trees, taxa, character state matrices) read from a 
variety of commonly used data formats. In addition, it allows researchers to 
read and write data formats for which no Perl support has existed so far (e.g. 
NeXML, “Pagel format”), compute heretofore unimplemented topological 
indices (various measures for tree balancee.g.3, branchinesse.g.4 and 
phylogenetic distinctivenesse.g.5), apply heretofore unavailable sampling and 
resampling algorithms6 and visualize the results in publication-ready (PDF) or 
web (SVG, SWF, PNG) graphics. Because of its compatibility with BioPerl7 it 
can be easily integrated in larger bioinformatic workflows.  
The toolkit is available from the Comprehensive Perl Archive Network8 
under the same licensing conditions as perl itself, i.e. the dual Artistic License 
/ GPL scheme. The toolkit is thoroughly documented, with usage examples for 
all public methods and classes and a 15-page “birds eye view” manual. 
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